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Best flocked christmas trees 2018

Janis Nicolay While we can't summon Mother Nature to cover all our coniferous trees with fresh snow once the holidays are rolled out, a simple tree is an easy - and elegant - way to achieve a white Christmas. Flocking, which is the process of covering a bare tree in white synthetic powder, gives the illusion of fresh snow dust while preserving the natural charm of the tree. While shop-bought flocked trees
are an acceptable alternative, doing it yourself is both cost saving and customizable. While you can buy a pre-flocked tree, I like the flexibility that flocking to your own tree gives, says Carrie Spalding of Lovely Etc. Flocking artificial Christmas tree that you already own is much cheaper and less wasteful than buying a brand new flocked tree. You also have the opportunity to flock a live tree. Whether you're
ready to flock or just want to learn more, read on for our go-to guide for easy flocking. Flocking methods While some people go as far as using soap shavings, shaving cream, and even coconut to flock their trees, the most popular options are 1) flock kits, 2) flock sprays, or 3) self-adhesive mat powder. All three are recommended for an easy (and simple!) application. General measuresFlocking a tree is a
messy process, so you should be sure to protect the floor around the area where yours work, spalding says. Wear your clothes, too, you don't mind dusting yourself. It is also recommended to work in a well-ventilated area, since chemicals can be harmful to breathing or ingestion. Work outdoors or in the garage if possible. (If not, place the tarpaulin or dropcloth to prevent staining or damage to the floors).
Work in a well-ventilated area. Wear glasses, gloves and even a mask for additional protection against chemicals made of flock materials. Two and a half to three pounds of flock should be enough for a standard tree size. Treat yourself to at least three hours to fully herd the tree. Flocking process No matter what method you choose (flocking kit, flocking spray, or flocking powder), there are some general
tips we suggest to ensure that your tree turns out the way you want.1) When applying the flock, you work your way from top to bottom and work on only one part of the tree at a time.2) Start from the tips of the branches (outer branches) and work accordingly as the dust is parched. you want the tree to be.3) Work in layers. To make the flock look fuller, apply the flake once and then continue adding more as
you go (as opposed to dumping a lot at once).4) If you use flocking powder, fog the tree with water first, and add to the flock through the soothsayer (then spray again with water).5) Leave the tree for eight hours to three days to dry (depending on the amount of flock). Just touch the flock to see if it is dry or not. Pros and consThe biggest scam to flock to your own tree is that it can be messy, spalding says.
The tree is easy to get rid of flocks whenever you can bear it and bring it back. But for me, it's worth a little mess. While flocking tree takes some time and can be a bit messy, you save hundreds (and even thousands) of dollars for a pre-flocked tree. By ing yourself in the tree, you also have the opportunity to use a real pine tree as opposed to the artificial version. Plus, as Spalding notes: Once you have the
necessary materials, you can also flock wreaths, garlands, mini trees, and anything else you want. Getty Images This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Philip Friedman/Studio D's Greatest Cleaning Challenges 1. Removing ornaments and
lights 2. Pulling the tree to the curb 3. Cleaning the needle Fastest Fixes 1. Shop decoration. Pull down the skirt of the tree, and throw some towels around the bottom of the trunk on the pillow fragile ornaments that could fall - you don't want to be cleaning broken glass, too. Take out the storage boxes (or use empty cartons or fixed gift boxes facing the basket) and start removing decorations from the
bottom of the tree to prevent the bottom ornaments from cloting when you get to the ones above. Leave the hooks on (if they will not damage the ornaments), so they are ready to go next year; Quickly pack those that do not have their own boxes or slots in silk paper, crumpled gift wrapper, or newspaper. Last step: Remove the lights, one string at a time, looping them around the forearm as if you were
extension cords. Secure in the middle with a rubber band, tube cleaner or swivel tie. Pack. 2. Volume 'baum. Place a large sheet or drop cloth on the floor. Remove the skirt (if it is still there) or towels that you have placed on the base; shake the mess on the sheet. Grab a turkey baster and suae the water left at the stand. Recruit an assistant, and put a tree on its side, stand and all. Then remove the stand.
Hold the leaf like a giant slingshot and, with the help of your friend, carry (or drag) the tree to the curb. Pull out of the sheet. Leave. Don't look back. 3. Nab needles. For bare floors, rub and dump debris into a sheet and dispose of it outdoors. Otherwise, break out the vacuum. Do a quick check for decorative hooks so that they do not clog the machine. Turn on the rotary brush and place the nozzle at the
lowest setting. For the most stubborn things - needles on the carpet - sprinkle the area with a little baking soda to coat the needles, and sute them up. Relax, you won't have to do this for another year. Make Christmas Cleaning easier next time buy a tree-disposal bag (for holidays or home stores); Place it under the stand when you put it in the tree Keep your tree well watered, and fewer needles will drop
invest in the pre-illuminated artificial tree. See GHRI's Selection: The Best Artificial Christmas Trees. This content is created and managed by a third party, imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io lisegagneGetty Pictures When you think of Christmas, there are a lot of things that come to mind.
Falling snow. Smoking mugs of hot cocoa. But there's probably one particular object that's in each of these scenarios: the Christmas tree. Getting into the festive spirit simply is not the same if evergreen does not stand tall in the living room, dressed in homemade ornaments, bright lights and decorated with a magic tree. But when exactly did people start felling trees and putting them in their homes? Some
may think Christianity gets all the credit, but the tradition actually dates back all the way back to the time of the ancient Egyptians.The beginning of the Christmas treeWhen every winter solstice came around, the ancient Egyptians would decorate their temples and houses with evergreen trees and wreaths as a form of celebration. The thriving plant represented eternal life, peace and wealth, which was
important because winter was a time when their sun god, Ra, was sick and weak, History.com. After the solstice, Ra slowly began to shine brighter and brighter, and the immortality of evergreen symbolized the triumph of life over death. This content is imported from {embed-name}. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find additional information on your
website. The Egyptians weren't the only ones who brought the plant inside. In Scandinavia, the Vikings believed that coniferous was still more than Balder's gifts, their god of light and peace. And the Druids, the ancient Celtic priesthood that says they are walking the line between gods and mankind, began bringing evergreens into the house around 8. Until then, the Druids worshipped oaktrees as their idol.
But the English Benedictine monk St. Boniface, the man who dedicated his life to converting the Gentiles, offered the Druids triangular balm fir as a symbol of the Trinity and went on to replace his beloved oaktrees. They then used evergreens to decorate their temples as a celebration of life without death, hanging mistletoe twigs above doors and windows to avert evil spirits of disease. Christmas trees and
Christianity Although 16th century German theologian and priest Martin Luther is known for sparking the Protestant Reformation, he is also credited with bringing the Christmas tree to Germany and introducing it to Christianity in a way that is known today. According History.com, German Christians built pyramids out of wood and decorated them outside with coniferous and candles to celebrate Jesus' birth.
Luther, in awe of the magical, sparkly trees shining brightly outside, decided to capture a beautiful scene for his family by taking the tree inside and covering it with wire and candles. No more than 18. thought the tradition was special though, and for some it was even considered a representation of paganism. According to Panati's extraordinary early days of everyday affairs, the Plymouth Colony Governor
called pagan ridicule, and the Massachusetts General Court even implemented a law in 1659 that prohibited any observance of December 25th that was not a service – including decorations. Rise in popularityIt was not until the end of the 19th century that decorated evergreens became the ultimate Christmas symbol we all know and love today. In 1846, the second longest reigning monarch, Queen
Victoria, was sketched with her children and husband, Prince Albert, along with a Christmas tree at Windsor Castle. Since Queen Victoria was so popular (something like the next royal family we know), the decision immediately became iconic and went mainstream around the world. This content is imported from {embed-name}. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be
able to find additional information on your website. Ornaments flooded into the US, and trees began to appear in homes across the States, Britain and Germany. In the early twentieth century, Americans had large floor-to-ceiling trees and decorated them with household items such as popcorn strings, marzipan biscuits, nuts, apples and candles, reports The Mint Hill Times. The introduction of electricity, for
example, brought weave lights instead of candles, because Thomas Edison also created the first source of electric lights in 1880, which, according to the Library of Congress, he put on outside his Menlo Park lab. Two years later, his friend and partner, Edward H. Johnson, hand-wired 80 red, white and blue lights that he wrapped around a Christmas tree. In 1903, General Electric offered pre-assembled
kits for everyday customers to purchase. In 1923, President Calvin Coolidge began the tradition of lighting the National Christmas Tree with 3,000 electric lights. And less than a decade later, in 1931, the very first Rockefeller Center Tree was lit - an opportunity that soon became a holiday trademark. Today, many famous displays stand tall around the world, including the Pope's Christmas tree at the
Vatican, a floating Christmas tree in Brazil, and the Murano Christmas Tree in Italy.So as you go to hang your ornaments this year, thinking about how far the Christmas tree has come. And remember, it represents a time of peace and prosperity – something we could all use a little more as we cozy up to the holiday spirit. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to
provide users with their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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